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Crypto Game Alliance

Unprecedented game alliance that applies encrypted and i

n-depth random algorithm in the game, and realizes gam

e use through blockchain-based cryptocurrency.

We introduce CGA, 

The beginning of the next-generation game platform.

Chapter 1 Crypto Game Alliance

Alliance Process



Crypto Game Alliance

Our goal is to develop a game ecosystem that connects several game developers 

through CGA platform to present the results of a free game development enviro

nment and mutual cooperation to the market immediately.

Games developed by conventional developers or individuals can be easily presen

ted within CGA platform, and each game can generate strong security and insta

nt profit through CGA COIN.

Users can easily use various games within CGA platform using CGA COIN and 

experience an intuitive ecosystem.

To encourage active participation of the Alliance, we share various protocol solu

tions including encryption algorithm, direct betting system, and APIs of CGA pl

atform to game companies with no or limited experiences in blockchain develop

ment.

Through CGA platform, each game company resolves difficulties it encounters t

o enter the market, and creates strong synergy effects with the combined market

ing power. 



Increases user infusion through 
various games and easy access

Alliance Process

A Independently developed game of 
game company (groups)

B Independently developed game of 
game company (Individuals)

Direct Betting System

A P I

CGA COIN

Provides CGA’s in-house 
protocol solution

Integrated service in
CGA platform

Marketing power sharing

PC 
Platform

Mobile 
Platform

Supports various platforms including

mobile (Android/iOS), PC , etc.



Estimated Profit & 
Issuance Plan

CGA Coin

CGA COIN using DAG algorithm applies block lattice str

ucture which is known as the next-generation blockchain 

technology to conform to technical definitions of blockc

hain including uni-directionality and non-circulatory, an

d achieves extremely short block time.

Through lightening of UDP protocol, CGA Coin has reali

zed fast transaction speed within few seconds, and is ab

le to process more than 6,000 transactions per second.

Chapter 2 CGA Coin

Issuance Plan

Coin Holding Program



CGA COIN is an exclusive coin for Crypto Game Alliance platform which ha

s supplemented problems such as slow block time, inefficient mining metho

d, centralized hash power which counters the decentralization, and more. I

n near instant moment compared to Bitcoin, user can verify entire transacti

on process within few seconds.

For more information, please visit https://www.cgacoin.net.

CGA Coin

Through CGA block explorer, history of entire transactions can be viewed a

nd verified. Please visit the website and search with hash value or CGA acc

ount address for real-time lookup. 

For more information, please visit https://www.cganode.com.

Using an application in both iOS and Android OS, user can experience easy 

account wallet management and fast coin transfer. 

CGA EXPLORER

CGA WALLET

https://www.cgacoin.net/
https://www.cganode.com/


Issuance Plan

Total Issued Coin : 1,500,000,000 coins

Total Active Coin : 1,000,000,000 coins 

Private Sale 5% : 50,000,000 coins 

Pre-Sale 10% : 100,000,000 coins

List On Market 40 % : 400,000,000 coins

Developer 10% : 100,000,000 coins

Company Share 25% : 250,000,000 coins

Partners & Advisor 5% : 50,000,000 coins

Marketing 5% : 50,000,000 coins
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Estimated Profit & Issuance Plan

Platform profit structure

The average return rate of each game(1.7~6%) is 3.5%,

Which is converted in to 100%

CGA : 15%

Donation : 5%

Game company, developer :40%

Coin holder : 40%

Examples of profit standard per coin activation

Example : Projected activity based on active market coins of 100,000,000 coins

50 % of held coins = 50,000,000 coins

50% of active market coins = 50,000,000 coins

5,000,000 coins used in daily game : 10% of entire coins

15,000,000 coins circulated in daily game : 3 times the number of coins in use

List on Market Plan

Split distribution plan : Quarterly or monthly limit ~ 50,000,000)

Base price : USDT rate value of pre-sale + 1-month profit rate of previous coin holder x 10

Example) (Pre-Sale rate : 1CGA = 0.2 USDT) + (1 month income of previous coin Pre-Sale rate = 0.1 CGA * 10X)

* Profit distribution rate may vary upon agreement of coin owners.



CGA distributes 40% of the total revenue on the platfor

m per ratio of the total CGA COIN held.

Holders of CGA COIN can freely register for holding thro

ugh the coin holding program and share the profits per t

he ratio of the registered holding coins.

User can hold coins from 1 month to maximum of 10 mo

nths. If SEND transaction takes place in the registered a

ccount during the holding program participation period, 

the holding of the account is cancelled and profits are n

ot paid.

Program participation must be requested within 24 hour

s of the monthly holding recruitment day. 

Coin Holding Program

Participation in coin 
holding program

Coin holding
End of holding at contract 

expiration

40% of CGA net profits during 

the contract period are paid in 

CGA per ratio of held coins 

(Holding coins + Profit Coins)

* Profit distribution rate may vary upon agreement of coin owners.* The number of Coins that can participate in Holding shall not exceed 50% of all active coins



CGA Business

All CGA games adopt an encryption system which 

makes it impossible to manipulate the result, and us

er can verify that the rewards are paid out to the wi

nner per set rules and odds in real time

Casino Tycoon, where anyone can run a virtual casi

no as long as certain conditions are met, means CG

A Games does not affect the results of the game

Rewards programs in free and live games are one of 

the cores of CGA Games. Anyone can enjoy the ga

mes and earn CGA Coins for free. In real live games

, users earn rewards for using the game.

Please visit https://www.cgagames.com now. 

Chapter 3 CGA Games

Casino Tycoon

Rewards

https://www.cgagames.com/


CGA Crypto Games

Flower Pair

With an encryption system, manipulating the result ha

s become impossible, and the rewards are paid out im

mediately per the set rules and odds.

Through CGA Alliance Protocol, anyone can introduce 

his/her games to CGA Crypto Games.

Crypto Ball, which users can enjoy various additional 

games with the new Lottery rules, 10X Joker Poker an

d Flower Pair which have realized Parimutuel dividend 

method in a traditional board game will become a ref

erence that will show the integrity of the random algo

rithm and the level of completion of the game linkage 

with CGA platform.

Please visit https://www.cgagames.com now.

10X Joker Poker

Crypto Ball

https://www.cgagames.com/


CGA Casino Games has enabled real time betting wit

h Cryptocurrency by having offline casinos online inc

luding baccarat, Sic Bo, and slots.

All card games use Cryptographic card decks introdu

ced by ‘Crypto Deck’, and users can inquire the card 

order in the specific round using the cryptographic k

eys that are released after the game ends.

Games of probability use in-depth random algorithm 

protocol of Well512 algorithm.

CGA Virtual Casino Games

Crypto baccarat Crypto Slot

Crypto Black Jack Crypto Sic Bo



Reality Baccarat

User can bet simultaneously while watching video stre

aming video of casino games taking place offline.

In particular, Ultra Low Latency streaming provides th

e most realistic feeling ever.

User can directly bet cryptocurrency in each game (tabl

e) account wallet and receive the rewards per result.

Sports Book offers same odds as BWIN and BET365, a

nd user can bet live with cryptocurrency.

Through the application of Easy Bet system using QR c

ode for sports event, user can use the game more easil

y and simply.

CGA Reality Games

Sports BookE-Sports Book



CGA CASINO TYCOON adopts a model where user c

an become a dealer, operates his/her own casino, an

d open CGA Casino Games.

A user or a group of users with certain amount of C

GA COINs and verification of trusted account can ap

ply for CASINO TYCOON.

CASINO TYCOON owners can operate one or several 

games and tables, and earn fixed rewards.

Profits from CASINO TYCOON minus the rewards p

aid out to the owner are also distributed to all coin 

holders as other CGA Games.

Casino Tycoon

Easy Dealer Apply

Distribution of Game profit



User who plays with actual CGA COINs in CGA 

GAMES can earn coins per results of the game 

and earn rewards in actual coins for each game.

All rewards can be settled immediately as user’s 

wish and transferred to the designated CGA wal

let.

Rewards

Partial Reserve of Betting AmountGame Play Get Winning Coin

CGA
GAMES

* Reward reserve rate varies per level of game and user, and is subject to change per operating policy.

for CGA GAMES 

CGA GAMES

https://www.cgagames.com

https://www.cgagames.com/


Partial Reserve of Betting Amount

CGA has introduced a mining system that allow

s user to collect actual CGA COINs as rewards w

hile playing free games using CGA Beta Networ

k Coins in FREE GAMES.

Anyone can play the game for free at CGA FRE

E GAMES. User may hold actual CGA COIN ear

ned as rewards, or use them in actual CGA GA

MES again. 

Mining for CGA FREE GAMES 

CGA FREE GAMES

https://beta.cgagames.com

Game play

CGA
FREE

GAMES

* Reward reserve rate varies per level of game and user, and is subject to change per operating policy.

CGA
GAMES

https://www.cgagames.com/


In a market in CGA GAMES website, user can pur

chase various merchandises using CGA COIN.

As the final leg of CGA COIN ecosystem aiming t

o become a value as an economic tool, any busine

sses capable of global shipping can apply for prod

uct registration and sale.

The market will gradually increase the number of 

merchandises including CGA merchandises and K

F masks. 

MARKET



Partners

Our Partners.

Chapter 4 System Partners

Alliance

Secondary Partners

License Partners



System Partners

Infinity Block is a high-end programming company with 

emphasis on software development based on Blockchain 

technology. Creative programmers of Infinity Block with 

excellent planning and development skills lead the blockchain 

technology. 

Blockchain technology research and development

Blockchain and cryptocurrency main net design

Cryptocurrency wallet development

In-depth analysis of encrypted algorithm

High-end programming forum

Infinity Block

www.infinityblock.co



System Partners

With emphasis on development and programming of various games, 

Proxima Soft has succeeded in development of online and offline casino 

solutions. Recently, it is focusing on blockchain by researching 

blockchain technology which is gaining attention as the 4th generation 

core business.

Blockchain cryptocurrency development

Blockchain-related programming

NEW IT system accelerating

Various game platforms development

Next-generation offline casino solution development

Next-generation online casino solution development

PROXIMA SOFT

www.proxima-soft.com



Alliance

Hash Fun#

With the aim of fairness and integr

ity of digital card shuffle, Crypto D

eck shares encrypted card deck val

ues applicable to all card games an

d develops various games.

With a principle of integrity of ga

mes, Hash Fun # develops games 

using random result values using 

deep random algorithms and vari

ous hash algorithms.

Crypto Deck



License Partners

MGA

PAGCOR is a regulating body of The 

Philippines in charge of casinos and g

ambling businesses in the Philippines. 

It issues various licenses with limit suc

h as online casinos and sports betting.

MGA issues gaming licenses for offlin

e casinos and online games in major g

ame markets including Europe, and ha

s become a trusted institution thanks t

o continuous management and license 

monitoring.

PAGCOR



Secondary Partner

Google cloud platform
Cloud server

Amazon web service
Cloud server

Microsoft Azure
Cloud server

Oracle
Database solution

Nano cosmos
Media streaming solution

and server

Wowza streaming engine
Media streaming solution

and server



Road Map

2019. 04

Completed CGA COIN Main net 

beta test

2019. 06

Opened CGA COIN Main net

2019. 10

Opened CGA beta coin main net 

for CGA GAMES Close beta

2019. 12

CGA GAMES 

Close beta

2020. 02

Recruited 1st alliance

and partners

2020. 04

Opened CGA FREE GAMES  

Coin Main net



Road Map

2020. 06

Recruited 2nd alliance and beta 

opened CGA GAMES LIVE / FREE

2020. 11

1st private sale

and CGA GAMES Update

2021. 03 ~

1st pre-sale and opened 

CGA FREE GAMES

2021.04 ~ 

Opened CGA GAMES LIVE

and Holding System

2021. 05 ~

CGA GAMES Update 

and List on Market



First of all, thank you for your attention on CGA. CGA is a new-concept 

gaming platform with blockchain technology-based cryptocurrency, and 

it aims to build a next-generation Game Alliance.

Game Alliance pursues to resolve various needs of, first, game develop

ers who have developed new games or have hard time marketing or buil

ding systems for existing games

Second, game publishers who wish to leap into a bigger volume from a 

successful game publishing

And third, We would like to solve Gamer’s needs and etc, who want to 

enjoy more games with cryptocurrency

With goals to complete an ecosystem between developers and users, C

GA will always do its very best and cooperate. 

Thank you.

Initial Draft : October 15, 2019

Final Edit : November 01, 2020

Crypto Game Alliance 

Disclaimer Dear Reader
Blue print of CGA (hereinafter “DOCUMENT”) is intended to specifically explai

n the overall content of the project and the future direction. DOCUMENT is not 

prepared for investment purposes. Regardless of damage, loss, liability or other 

financial damage from referring to DOCUMENT by anyone reading DOCUMEN

T, please kindly note that CGA is not responsible for compensation or refund, 

etc. 

DOCUMENT of CGA is prepared and provided ‘as is’. DOCUMENT does not gu

arantee that any content contained in this document will be correct or unchange

d until a future point. CGA does not provide representations or warranties to an

yone reading DOCUMENT, and bears no liability

For instance, CGA has prepared DOCUMENT based on legitimate rights. CGA d

oes not guarantee whether DOCUMENT infringes on the rights of third parties, 

whether it is of commercial value or usefulness, whether DOCUMENT is suitabl

e for the achievement of the specific purpose of anyone reading DOCUMENT, o

r whether DOCUMENT contains errors in its contents

At last, exemption of liability is not limited to the upper mentioned references.



THANK YOU
CRYPTO GAME ALLIANCE


